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Group to study UMaine meets with governor
by Cohn Strainge
Staff Writer
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cooperative extension professional services and cultural programs.

in Portland and a former president of
the University of Vermont.

the University of Maine and former exLiberecutive director of the Maine Civil
ties Union.

The committee consists of a who's
who in Maine and the educational community of the nation.

• Wilma Bradford, Bangor, a trustee
of Westbrook College, Husson College
and the Eastern Maine Medical Center,
and a mediator in the state court system.

• Robert Clodius, president of the National Association of State Universities
and Land Grant Colleges.

• Edmund S. Muskie, Kennebunk,
former governor of Maine, U.S. senator,
and U.S. secretary of state

• Jean Childs, Westbrook, a trustee of
Westbrook Community Hospital and
former member of the Maine Board of
Environmental Protection.

• Evelyn Handler, president of
Brandeis University and former president of the University of New
Hampshire.

• DT. Edward Andrews, Falmouth,
President of the Maine Medical Center

• Jean Sampson, Lewiston, overseer
of Bowdoin College, former trustee of

AUGUSTA—A committee to study
the University of Maine system was officially welcomed in a Statehouse news
conference September 6.
The Visiting Committee to the University of Maine meet briefly with Governor Joseph E. Brennan, and members of
the press before attending a luncheon
meeting with Chancellor Patrick McCarthy at the Blaine House.

They include:

McCarthy was scheduled to outline
the present organization of the seven
campus university system to the 11
member committee.

• Nils Y. Wessel, former president of
Tufts University and president of the
Alfred P. Sloan Foundation.

Road patrol
police now
carry guns

Robert E.L. Strider, chairman of the
committee said, "It is a particularly important committee at this time'
During the past 15 years Maine has
encouraged drastic change and the
university must be prepared to deal with
it, he said.
Strider was on the "Lund Commission" which is credited with the development of the seven campus university
system.

by Rod Eves
Staff writer
A decision was made over the summer
to allow certain UMO police officers to
carry guns full-time, the vice president
for student affairs said Thursday.

"We will deliver a report as a guide for
education through the end of the
century' Strider said.

Thomas Aceto said that road patrol
officers would be the only officers allowed to carry guns and that officers who
patrol dormitories, the bookstore or
work security at athletic events would
not carry guns.

The committee was created by executive order of the governor and funded
through a S75,000 legislative appropriation last spring.
In general the visitors will examine:
• the overall mission and goals of the
university.

hall students, each
pecial activities to
:n and to have them
with the complex,
and many student

• the activities of the university such
as teaching, research and public service.

to the New Student
Assistants who
early for training
various ways to get

• the distinct role of individual campuses within the system.

"The rationale behind the decision is
that road patrol officers must deal with
outside people (non-students):' Aceto
said. "In order to do their job properly...,to protect the students, the officers
should have the full tools of the trade'

•the process of university governance
and finance.

More specific areas to be scrutinized
include recommendations made by the
Governor's Commission on the Status of
Education in Maine such as:
• development of a comprehensive
fmacial aid program for students in
Maine.
•the role of research and development
in 'relationship to improved commerce
and industry in Maine.

TTEND

• Eleanor McMahon commissioner of
higher education for the state of Rhode
Island and former provost of Rhode
Island State College.

'The University. of Maine holds an extremely important place in our state,'
said Brennan in his introductory statement and the need for a review is
immediate.

d work ofotaff, stuhers, the sixth New
rogram was a great
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•Francis Keppel, U.S education commissioner under President John F.
Kennedy and former dean of the Harvard School of Education.

• the balance between universal access
to higher education and the quality of
educational programs.
• what is the role of the university in
providing community services such as

ghostly effect. (fik photo)
Light filtering through • birch tree MUMS this

Ex-presidential _candidate
Jesse Jackson to guest host
Saturday Night Live
NEW YORK (AP)—The Rev. Jesse
Jackson, who finished third in the race
for the Democratic presidential nomination, will be guest host of the Oct. 20 edition of NBC's "Saturday Night Live' the
network announced Thursday.

Dick Ebersol, executive producer of
the late-night senes approaching its 10th
season, said Jackson's agreement to appear on the show less than three weeks
before the Nov. 6 election followed more
than a month of negotiation. He will be
paid the standard S5,000 fee.

"SNL" premieres Oct. 6, but hosts for
that show and for Oct. 13 have not been
announced.

(see JESSE page 3)

Aceto said road patrol officers were
permitted to carry guns primarily
because they are responsible for doing
"money-runs" during the day. -fivo road
patrol officers often provide security for
various on-campus organizations when
transporting money to outside companies or banks.
(see GUNS page 4)

!CORRECTION
There was an error on page 1 of
Thursday's Maine Campus, In the
story, "Local politicians support
bond passage' Rep. John Bott, ROrono, was mistakenly listed as
Rep. John Bott, D-Oroma The
Campus regrets the error.

j.
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Campus_offices get new headquarters
by Suzanna Mitchell Donovan
Staff Writer
Over the summer a number qf offices
and departments were relocated on campus in order to maximize the use of
limited space, said the acting director of
institutional planning.
Anita Wihry, also the chairperson of
the facilities committee, is overseeing the
changes. She said program expansions
such as the new Naval Reserve Officer
Training Corps, six new faculty positions
at the School of Nursing and future expansion of the department of computer
science, played an important part in the
decision to begin the moves.
Previously, if space was needed in a
department, Wihry said placements were
made in any available spots, which were
not necessarily helpful or convenient:
"Fitting people into odd spaces didn't

Anita Wihry

Herbarium
Navy ROTC
Sociology and Social Work, Dept. of
Student Affairs Office
Women in Curriculum

SEA proudly presents in their only
Maine appearance

the FIXX
with special guest Andy Frasier

Friday, September 14, at 7:00PM

In the UMO FIELDHOUSE
TICKET
LOCATIONS:

$10

umo Students

$11

General Public

$12

Day of show (everyone)

UMO Box Offices
Memorial Union
Bangor Mall (Thur,Fri,Sat's)
Grasshopper Shops in
Bangor and Ellsworth
Record Connection in
Waterville
Everyday Music in
Farmington
Record Exchange in
Portland

For anyone interested In working on staging, security, and hospitality,
there will be an organizational meeting Thur, Sept. 6, 7:00PM, on third
floor Memorial Union.
For anyone interested In joining SEA, there will be a welcoming meeting
In the FFA room, Memorial Union, on Sept, 10 at
7.00PM.

B-52's

OJes!

Wiltry said sometimes people might
come to the admissions office but the office that they really want would be the
Continuing Education Division, or the
Conferences and Institutes Division
which make the benefits of the university available to the surrounding
community.
instead of sending people unfamiliar
with the campus to all different areas,
the offices are now more convenient to
them.
At present, the university payroll offices, located in Neville Hall, are slated
to move to East Annex starting in
January to make room for the expanding
department of computer science. Wihry
said payroll could not move now because
it is their busiest time of year accommodating new employees.

164 College Avenue
Chadbourne Hall
Chadbourne Hall
495 College Avenue
Chadbourne Hall
Chadbourne Hall
Shibles Hall
126 College Avenue
lengyel Gym
Rifle Range, Field House
378 College Avenue
Fernald Hall
2nd Floor Memorial Union
Shibles Hall

Air Force ROTC
Admissions Office
Bureau of Public Administration
Center for the Study of Early Man
Conferences and Institutes Division
Continuing Education Division
Equal Employment Opportunities
Franco-American Program
Health, Physical Education & Recreation

TICKETS:

help the way departments worked:' she
said.
All interconnected people, and
sometimes departments, should be
together. An example of this is the support staff for Acting President Arthur
Johnson. All "vice presidents" in his administration are now occupying the old
admissions office area in Alumni Hall,
while Johnson's office is upstairs from
that, on the second floor.
Admissions Office is now located in
Chadbourne Hall. It is now a better
location because there is more available
parking than in the old location and it
is easier to find when prospective
students are coming to campus for the
first time, said Wihry.
Also, the old location was short on
space so there was not an adequate
waiting area for the visitors to wait in
where they might feel more comfortable,
she said.

NEW LOCATIONS
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(continued from page l)

'I'd say this is the most exciting host
we've announced since I've been with the
show' said Ebersol, who helped "SNLI'
in 1975 and returned as producer in 1981.
"Here's someone vitally active in current
events!"
Former Sen. George McGovern, like
Jackson a candidate for the presidential
nomination won by former Vice President Walter Mondale, appeared as a host
of "SM.:. several months ago after he
had dropped out of the race.
Then President Gerald Ford may have
been the best-known personality to appear on the show, but Ford's participa-

tion was limited to segments taped in the
White House and broadcast in April
1976 as part of a program on which Ron
Nessen, the president's press secretary,
was host.
Ebersol said Jackson's remarks as
host of "Sba!' could not include commentary on the current presidential campaign. Jackson has announced his support for Mondale.
"We're subject to the equal time proEbersol said, referring to the law
that requires broadcasters to provide
equal opportunities to opposing
candidates.

Police Blotter *

ATIONS
Save

by Patti B. Fink
Staff Writer
Scot Manus, of 48 Jameson St.
in Old Town, was issued a summons for operating a motorcycle
without a prgperJicense at Ith45
a.m., Sept. 4 on China Road in
Orono.
Andrew J. Zebiak, of 48 North
St. in Calais, was issued a sum- Mons— for 'operating over the
posted speed limit' at 8:55 p.m.,
Sept. 4 on Munson Road.
Zebiak was alleged to have done
41 miles per hour in a 20 mile per
hour zone_
Melody Sweetser and Georgian-

na Stowe, both of Stillwater
Avenue, Orono, were apprehended
by UMO police at 2:02 a.m., on
Sept. 5, while going north on College Avenue allegedly with a
1981-82 Beta Theta Pi House
picture.
Sweet_ser and Stowe will be referred to William Kennedy,
officer.
Edward A. Garcia,of Phi Kappa Sigma, was issued a summons
for failure to stop for a stop sign
at 6:40 p.m., Sept. 5 on Sebago
Road.

Sign on Hart Hall welcomes new and returning students. (McMahon pliotoll

116
Heart Healthy Recipe
U2

Bangre,
'113
Grist-flan

LEMON-BAKED CHICKEN
1 frying chicken 12' 2 to 3 pounds). 3 tablespoons fresh lemon juice
1 clove garloc. crushed
cut into serving pieces
freshly ground black pepper
2 tablespoons oil or melted
marganne
garlic and pepper Arrange
oil,
In a bowl, combine lemon tutce
chicken in a shallow casserole Of baking pan, and pour over it the lemon
unbl tender, about 40 minutes.
350lF
and oil mixture Cover and bake at
basting occasionally Uncover casserole and bake 10 minutes longer to
allow chicken to brown
Yield 4 servings Appro. cat'serv• 215
Ream Healthy Recipes are iron the Third Edition ot the kneecap Heart
AsSociatab Cookbook

i
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WELCOME BACK! Come and celebrate with
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L&A Market
Mill Street, Orono

Support the

March at Dimes
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Every Friday & Saturday
8-10 pm

VIN1
\AP'YHOUR
Howling Good Time!!!

For A

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mountain Dew
2 liter

Busch Beer
12 12 oz cans

All Gallo Wine
3 liter

Busch Beer
Bar bottles

$1.09
plus lax & dep.

$4.99
plus tax & dep

$4.99
plus tax

$8.25 case
plus tax & dep

Polo Brandisi Wine

$1.99

750 ml

plus tax

Budweiser Light
12 12 oz cans

$5.45
plus tax & deo

.R.ISerzasm_.
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On-campus enrollment drops slightly
down triples, and in six weeks they students living in York Complex while
this year, there are 934, Moreau said.
should all be split up:'
Barbara Smith, complex director of
The Admissions Office was not
Stodder Complex also said, "There is prepared to give last year's percentage
There are 4,415 students living on
less overcrowding, but we are up to decrease of traditional students. Michael
campus this year compared to last year's
capacity."
figure of 4,571, said the assistant to the
director of Hilltop
Shannon, comp
Moreau said Stodder Complex has Complex, said his dormitories were not
director of Residential Life.
506 student residents compared to last overflowing, but were up to capacits.
Rayrnond Moreau said Chadbourne
year's figure of 625.
Hall's status as other than traditioal stuSmith said Chadbournes change and
dent housing is one reason the number
He said there are currently 302 peothe decrease in traditional-aged students ple assigned to live in Knox Hall, and of
of students living on campus has dropare the factors for the declining figures. those students, there are 12 female triped this year.
Moreau.said there are 171 students Ii'- ple rooms and 17 male triples.
Chadbourne Hall, which now houses
mg on campus at Bangor Community
four university offices and 80 nonThere are 140 males and 162 females
College, compared to last year's figure living in Knox Hall this year, Shannon
traditional students, was able to house
253.
of
160 students.
said.
Hilltop Complex has nine fewer
Moreau said there are 156 less tradistudents this year. Currently 909 students
.
tional students in the dormitories.
. Somerset Hall has 304 Students, 165
He said the number of students within•:- live in Hilltop Complex.
•
Of which are female and 139 male,'There
Stewart
saw
Complex
an
this
increase
bracket-age
traditional student's
are 10 female and 10 maltriple rooms.
year as figures went from 785 to 810.
(18-22) is decreasing here and in other
Shannon said. VselIs Complex increased from last
colleges and universities as well.
Oxford Hall is inhabited by 302
Of the 182 males residing in Oxford, year's 1,048 figure to 1,085, York Com- students. Of the 120 female students livplex experienced a decrease in its student
there are 15 triples, he said.
ing in Oxford, there are eight female
population. Last sear, there were 942
"We have already wined breaking
triples.
by Patti B. Fink
Staff Writer

.

•Guns
"If the students were the only ones we
had to deal with, there would obviously
be no need to carry guns' he said.
Accto said there is always the chance
that a road patrol officer will encounter
a situation in which he will need a gun
in order to protect himself. "It should
be added that these officers are welltrained in the use of weapons;'he said.

4contimaed from page 1.1
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Assistant Director of Police Services
William Prosser said he feels the officers
are in favor of the decision which perunits them to carry guns.
"I think they feel they can do a better
job with the guns: he said.
Director of the Department of Police
and Safety Alan Reynolds said he would
not comment until a later date
(-H

WANTED: Adventurous Companion
with interest in
business.
10
MT
Basic First Aid
21
MT
Squad Tactics
@ArmyROTC.
Learn what
it takes to lead.

You're career oriented. You'rednterested in
business.
You're an individual
seeking experience inppblem analysis, requiring decision-making results. You
want management training
and laoriership experience.
Experience that will be an
asset in a business career or any career you may choose.
Ifyou are this individual, you can get all ofthis
experience through the adventure ofArmy ROM.
Call:
Captain John J DiStasio
ROTC Enrollment Officer
University of Maine
Rcom 112, An
: 581-1125

\is
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— The Rural Component
of American Society
(Hassinger)
— Regulation: A Case Ap
proach (Weiss)
—Looking for America
(Ruder)
—The Great Republic
IBailyn)
—Psychology (Warman)
— Invitation to Sociology
Berger)
—Tallys Lorna (Lieboss)
—The Forrest People
(Turnbull)
—Sociology Concepts &
Characteristics (Land's)
—Economics (Lipsey)
—Business & Government
•
(Petersen)
—The Great Issues of
Politics (Lipson)
—Intro to Mass Cornmutucation (Agee)
— Mass Communication
(Emery
—The Pragmatics 0.
Public Comm. (Allen)
—Public Speaking &
Critical Listening
(Crook bite)
—Principals and Types of
Speech Comm.( Ehninger)
—Interviewing (Stewart)
—In a Different Voice
(Gilligan)
— Persuasive Communica•
lion (Bettinghaus)
—Interpersonal Cons•
munication (Smith)
—Communication for
Business & the Professions
(Bradley)
—The Best Short Stories
of the Modern Age
(Angus)
— Fiction 100 (Pickering)
—Technical Writing Situations & Strategies (Si.
Martins)
—Introductory Statistics
for Business and
Economics (Bradley)
—Applies Mathematics
(Barnet))
— Algebra & Trigonometry
Functions Approach
(Reddy)
—Mathematical Analysts
Ion Business & Economics
(Arya)
—Cases & Exercises in
Personnel Human
Resources Management
(Glueck)
—Cases in Managerial
Finance (Crum(
—A Framework for
Financial Analysis (Ford)
— Personnel Management
(Chruden)
—Introduction to Financial Accounting
(Fforngren)
— Basic Marketing, A
Managerial Approach
(McCarthy)
—Computer Models in
Operations Management
(Harper)
—In a Different Voice
/Gilgalin)
saaaacooda
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WHAT EVERY STUDENT
SHOULD KNOW ABOUT ME DIFFERENCES
BETWEEN LEASING A TELEPHONE AND
LEASING A CHICKEN.
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Yes, there are differences.
And we think you should
know what they are.
Ask yourself these
questions.
WHEN YOU LEASE A
CHICKEN DO YOU
GET mut moms
FREE DURING
THE SUMMER?
Probably not. But when
you lease your telephone
from AT&T this fall, you won't
pay any lease charges next summer.
You can use your phone at home, and
bring it back to school in the fall.
DO LEASED CHICKENS COME IN A
SELECTION OF COLORS AND STYLES?
No. Chickens don't come in many colors.
But the AT&T telephone you lease
this fall comes in a variety of
colors and three popular styles.
ARE LEASED CHICKENS
REPAIRED FREE?
Don't kid yourself. Repairing a chicken is a delicate
process that requires the work of expensive professionals.
However, in the off chance your AT&T leased telephone

I PAPERS
Orn — aN nubs,.I s'
at 308.One
e"
*
CP. A therms ass,

:43:7270:gi
day Worship
Roorn
Memorial Union

.M., 1.4•41

ansuan Assooation

needs repairs, we'll fix it absolutely free when you visit any
of our AT&T Phone Centers.

ARE LEASED CIOCKENS
SHIPPED DIRECTLY
TOW
Ship a chicken? Don't be
silly. However, your AT&T
leased telephone will be
shipped directly to you after
one call to 1-800-555-8111,
or you can pick up your
phone at any of our AT&T
Phone Centers.
ONE FINAL QUESTION:DOES
IT COST THE SAME TO LEASE
A CHICKEN AS TO LEASE A
TELEPHONE THIS FALL?
Hardly. While we have no hard data
on the exact cost ofleasing a thicken,
we can tell you with some certainty that
the cost of leasing a telephone this fall
is far less than you might think.
The decision to lease a chicken or a
telephone, of course, rests with you.
But should you opt for the telephone, remember: you get three
months free next summer,and you can take
the phone home with you. There's a choice
ofcolors and styles, free repair, and
we'll ship you the phone or you can pick
•••••.111•11
it up at any of our AT&T Phone Centers.
It doesn't cost much either. And
that's something to crow about.
• AT&T Consumer Sales and
Service. To order your telephone, call
1-800-555-8111 for delivery right
to your door or for information concerning AT&T Phone Center locations.

Bangor
Bangor Mall

AT&T

'
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Watid/VS.News
Nine-year-old genius

Auburn officials want achievement tests

AUBURN,(AP)—The parents of a 9year-old collegian want permission from
the local school board to continue her
non-traditional education, but Auburn
officials insist the child must take an
achievement test first to show that she
is learning.
Jenny Cutler's mother said school
board members are "a bunch of turkeys"
who don't appreciate the special circumstances surrounding the gifted
child's boredom with regular elementary
school classes.
The matter seemed to be at a
stalemate after the board's meeting
Wednesday. But on Thursday, state
education officials said that since Jenny next week begins "full attendance at
an official program" at University of
Maine at Auusta, her parents probably
don't need "home-school" approval
from the Auburn School Committee.
Even if the committee stands by its
vote to reject the parents' request for a
waiver from regular school attendance,
said Wallace LaFountain. a curriculum
consultant for the state Education
Department, "in all probability we will
approve" the parents' plan.
Andrea and William Cutler said their
daughter gets bored and doesn't respond
well to formal elementary school classes,

"She's been a guinea pie Mrs. Cutler
Loux said Thursday the issue focused
but has enjoyed taking courses at UMA
on the committee's responsibility to said. "She wants to be respected. If it's
and will begin four classes Monday at
appropriate test, tine.
an
adereceive
children
all
that
guarantee
the college's Lewiston campus.
"We've gone along with everything for
Jenny has already completed two quate education and demonstrate-that
four years. Now we believe it's more imFrench courses and one in art history at they are making progress.
portant to stand up for what we believe
Loux conceded that Jenny's success at
the college, while her parents have been
in.
"teaching her the basics at home:' her UMA shows she is learning.
Loux maintained, however, that the
"The doubt would be whether the stu— -—
mother said.
Cutlers agreed a year ago that Jenny Mrs. Cutler told the local school dent is making progress in all areas and
be tested, and then changed their
should
said.
he
areas:'
in
not
selected
board Wednesday that Jenny's IQ has
minds.
The Cutlers said they don't object to
been found to be "unmeasurable!'
he asserted that, even now, "no
And
"She can sit down and digest eight having Jenny tested, but want any test
one was adamant on what sort of test"
books in one der her mother said. "It's "appropriaie!'
she should undergo.
"Last spring she was tested in reading
hard to believe if you don't see it. It's
Mrs. Cutler said Jenny attended first
and math:' recalled Mrs. Cutler. "Her
hard to believe if you do see it!'
grade when she was 5, and was moved
level,
math level was for the 10th-grade
However, the Auburn schools
tyviCe in less than two years.
ahead
lever
12th-grade
the
at
recomreading
Loux,
and
D.
superintendent, Roy
mended that the Cutlers' "homeschooling" petition be denied because
Jenny hadn't been tested after completion of a year's study outside the regular
school system.
The committee voted 5-2 to adopt
Loux's recommendation, although one
member commented, "it's obvious we
tAP3—Japan-, and South - abbrit-iilationship between our two counhive an exceptional child -who's beyond ' -TOKYO
Korea moved toward a new relationship tries':
our home school program!'
Thursday with the historic visit of South . Hirohito, who became emperor in
"It's too bad this couldn't have been
1925, was regarded as a semi-divine ruler—
Korean President Chun Doo-hwan and
worked out in a compromise:' added
a statement of contrition by Emperor °NCI' Japan and its vassals until 1945.
committeewoman Mary Ann Norcross.
World War II ended, although the-when
that
past"
"unfortunate
the
Hirohito for
'I wonder if we should have extended our
military held actual power. He is now .
has divided the two Asian neighbors.
guidelines!'
Chun, the first Korean leader ever to symbolic head of state.
In his address, Chun said he had
visit the former colonial master of the
Korean peninsula, arrived Thursday "listened solemnly" to the Emperor's
afternoon for a three-day visit amid the remarks on the past, and said the "untightest security measures ever taken by fortunate past...should be made to serve
as the cultivation of an even closer relaJapanese police.
Several hours after his arrival, Chun tionship between Korea and Japan in the
fMUM:.
Minister
met privately with Prime
He also spoke of the "beginning of the
Yasuhiro Nakasone for 90 minutes.
Foreign Ministry spokesman Shiro new era partnership!'
Chun's visit engendered hunger strikes
Amaye said the Japanese leader praised
South Korea both for its defense efforts and someaimes violent clashes between s'
and its attempts to initiate a dialogue students and police in South Korea, and'
numerous demonstrations among leftists
with communist North Korea:
But the climax of the day, and pro- and Korean residents in Japan.
The South Korean protesters say
bably of the trip, came Thursday evening at a state banquet when Hirohito, 83, Japan has not properly atoned for past
that Tokyo is supportMg
of
wrongdoings,
expression
delivered an anticipated
regret for Japan's past domination of Chun's repressive policies and that the
trip promotes a military alliance among
Korea.
"It is indeed regrettable that there was Japan, South Korea and the United
an unfortunate past between us for a States.
Tokyo police said 8,400 leftists rallied
period in this centry, and I believe that
it should not be repeated again:' he said. against the visit in nine Tokyo locations
Hirohito added that he hoped Chun's Thursday, and eight people were
visit would further promote the "new- arrested,

Japan expresses regret for
past domination of Korea

The
Bounty Taverne

is now accepting
applications for the position of

Waitress/Waiter

Please apply in person between the
hours of8:00 -9:30 p.m.

`The Woodsroffers
Evergreen Apartments

Whispering Pines

1 bedroom apartments fully furnished
with all utilities
Luxury 2 bedroom
townhouses with full
2
/
basement and 11
baths within walking
distance of the

Carus
RI. Realty Management
942-4815
'Quality Housing for the University'

Women's Varsity Softball
For those who are
interested, there will be a new student meeting on Sept. 10, at 4 PM.
Fall practice and tryouts will begin
Sept. 12.
Don't wait! Softball begins now,
not in the spring!
Softball office - 108 Lengyl Hall
Coach Anderson - 58/-4065
Everyone Welcome!
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Vatican criticizes liberation theology
VATICAN CITY (AP)—In "Liberation Theology': Christ's words are wielded as a weapon to help the poor and oppressed. But the Vatican is growing increasingly uneasy over signs of Marxism
in the movement.
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Earlier this week, the Vatican declared
that the liberation theology preached by
activist clergy in Latin America and
elsewhere in the Third World is heavily
influenced by the Marxist theory of
'Class Struggle' of poor against rich. The
church must work"without being
'against' anyone' Pope John Paul II
says.
One of the movement's leading
theorists, the Brazilian priest Rev.
Leonardo Boll, has been summoned to

term in the plural, referring to
The action has included thousands
Rome, and on Friday he will be ques'theologies of liberation!' Apparently to
tioned by the Roman Catholic Church's of"ASE communities!' In Latin
show the sometimes imprecise nature of
America, the United States, the
official watchdogs on doctrine, who will
what the movement includes, the report
Phillipines, Tanzania and other counlook for possible doctrinal errors in his
added: "As with all movements of ideas,
tries, groups of several dozen lay people
writings.
the 'Theologies of Liberation' present
Liberation theology, born two decades who work to raise social awareness in diverse theological positions. Their docago in Latin America, has come to em- conjunction with New Testament trinal frontiers are badly defined!'
brace many streams of contemporary teaching, often through instruction in
religious thinking. Al its center, however, reading and writing, in voting rights and
The Vatican report took pain to emis the application of Jesus Christ's similar areas.
phasize church concern for the poor and
The activism has sometimes been mili- oppressed but criticized the link between
teachings to improve the lives of the
tant. A legendary figure in the Latin liberation theology and Marxist revoludowntrodden.
"I discovered that poverty was American church is the Rev. Camillo tionary ideas.
something to be fought againit7 wrote Torres, a 37-year-old priest who took up
The Marxist theory of class struggle
the Rev. Gustavo Gutierrez, a Peruvian arms, joined the rebels of his native Colregarded as the father of liberation ombia and died in a shootout with the underlies liberation theology's aims of
freeing the poor from wealthy lantheology.'...it became crystal clear that in army in 1966.
The Vatican, in a major report last downers, military dictators and foreign
order to serve the poor, one had to move
Monday on the movement, used the interests, the Vatican said.
into political action!'

Brazilian theologian, defends activism
RIO DE JANEIRO, Brazil (AP)—
Leonardo Boll, a Brazilian theologian
who faces doctrinal interrogation at the
Vatican on Friday, said he wants to "take
seriously" Pope John Paul II's call for
the clergy to defend the poet
But Boff's vision of liberation
theology, which has questioned the
authority of the hierarchy and condemned the status quo in Latin America, has
drawn questions at a tune when Rome
is chastising some theologians for applying "Marxist concepts" to the poverty
struggle in Latin America.
Boff said, "If there is punishment, I
will accept it, although not without sor-

row. I prefer to go with the church,
rather than to walk alone with my
theology?:
Boff, 45, is a leading spokesman of
liberation theology, a Latin American
movement born in the 1960s which
preaches the liberating force of the
Gospel against social oppression and
believes the church should actively side
with the poor.
—Eberation Manchu
Critics chafgehat
endorses Marxism. Boll denies it, and
said Marxism is "instrumental" in
discovering what makes poor people
poor. He also said, Karl Marx is "typical
of great spirits who seriously dedicated

is only one stage in the revolutionary
struggle' the document said.
In reply, the Brazilian Bishops Conference, the ruling body of this country's
strongly activist church, issued a terse
statement urging a healthy and
-legitimate liberation theology "My summons to Rome..is a global
judgement of our church, that goes into the cellars of society and attends to
the outcasts, the miserable and pocie,--Boff said at a news conference before his
departure.

themselves to thinking and who unveiled new dimensions of reality!'
These new dimensions threaten to split
the traditional, Rome-centered church
and the progressive clergy in Brazil and
other Third World countries.
On Monday, the Vatican's Sacred
Congregation for the Doctrine of the
Faith, released a 35-page critique of
liberation theology rejecting Marxism as
an instrument for analyzing socjid tonditions. "The analysis is for the Marxist
an instrument of criticism, and criticism

la /Pr fast, easy lake-out orders, YOur Order .11 be ready IC be
Picked up at the speceuy marked
Oar'U i.ne at McDonald s

[hal

McDonald's' of Old Town

Park Street, Orono
Does Discount Really Mean Discounts?
We know it doesn't. We're cheaper.

Compare these prices!
12-Pack Sale
Schaefer, Hamms,
Knickerbocker
Red, White & Blue,
Rheingoid,Pabst & Busch

3

,29

plus tax & dep.

omplete Line of Mixers
Punch Party
Headquarters

to none!

Clip the handy menu below and before you come in for your order, call
us, place your order, and it will be ready when you come by to pick it up.
PLUS! The person picking up the order will receive a coupon good for
a FREE Big MareSandwich arid Large Soft Onnk on their next visit.
BREAKFAST 6,30 am — 10:30 am

Busch, Pabst
or Genessee
7 99 case p is 'as & aep
Limit

per customer

Unlit one per
customer

AGENCY
LIQUOR
STORE

lamlinurn Order SS CO
Free Bonus Coupon — Details below
Hours 6:30 am — 12:00 Midnight

E127-7593

BUSCH
Barrells

19.95 Ous ta. S Woos,'
approximately i00 10 or glasses
laps available
no deposit
Fnday Pr Saturday

Egg McMutfin obl
Sausage McMufrin
w/egg
Big Breakfast
Scrambled Eggs
English Muffin
Hot Cakes
w(Sausage

Hash Browns
English Muffin
Danish
Apple, cheese,
cinnamon, raspberry
Orange Juice Sm.
Lg.

99
79
.99
1.60
.79
.69
1.14

DIAL M — 827-7593 6 30 am
1 33
1 20
1 35
90
.50
60
65
50

Bog Mac TO Sandwich
Quarter Pounder® Sandwich
Quarter Pounder w/cheese
F ilet-O-Fish 5 54 Sandwich
Hamburger
Cheeseburger
Lg. Fries
Reg Fries
T
Chicken McNuggets.
6 Pieces
9 Pieces
20 Pieces
McChicken no Sandwich
Happy meal/Harnburgee
Happy meal/Cheeseburger
Double Hamburger
Double Cheeseburger

1.25
1.79
375
1.15
1.70
1.80
1 00
1 15

.cletersalrifsfy\
gym
Not responsible for typographic errors- While supplies last
We reserve the right to limit quantities

,

Minimum order S5.00

.35
.35
.so
.45
.69

— 12:00 MIDNIGHT
Soft Drinks
Coke, Orange.
Root Beer, Diet Coke
Reg., Mad., Lg.
50 .55 .65
.70
Shakes
Choc., Vanilla,
Strawberry, Coffee
.40
Milk
Coffee, Tea, Sanka
.35 .45
Desserts
.50
Sundaes
Hot Fudge, Strawberry,
Hot Caramel
25
Cones
.45
Pies
Apple, Cher r y
Cookies
.35
Reg.
40
Cl-roe. Chip

Prices SutneCt to Change
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EDITORIAL
Just managing
DON LINSCOTT

Day Care Dilemma
Mention"working mother" and what responses
do you get? Reactions to a mother with small
children holding down a job range from horror to
sainthood.
The vast majority of mothers holding jobs do so
because they have to.
Any single parent must work, whether male or
female.
What options exist for working parents? They
may have day-care children, latch-key"orphans;' or
privately cared for "expense accounts" as off
spring.
Whatever the preference, the choice always seems
. to be one of the lesser of several evils.. Day-care
centers tend to be overcroWded and understaffed .
The LJMO Children's Center filled all its children's
positions by the last Week of July this yeas for
September openings.
The demand is there, but the resources are not.
Add to this the recent scandals involving sexual
abuse at some day cares around the country.
Where can a parent take their child for safe, quality day care?
Another option is private car,which can run up
- bills of 360 or more.per week per child. A fortyhour work week at minimum wage pays little over
$120 per week take-home pay. With one child, day
care takes up almost 50 percent of the parent's
wages, And how many parents have only one
child? Is it really a wonder that the cycle of
welfare daughter to welfare mother is so hard to
break?

The last option is the most heart breaking for
many parents — latch-key children. With only the
television as a babysitter, millions of children wait
in livingrooms for their parent(s) to arrive home
from work. Charged with neglectful abuse, these
parents scramble for programs in their communities
to take care of their afternoon orphans.
While the latch-key experience may foster selfreliance and independence, many fears associated
with being in a home alone surface. Who is the
person ringing the door bell, friend or foe?
Fears and neurosis are very real problems for
children who remain home alone for long periods
of time Some fears can be worked through, some
cannot.
Where are the options for parents who must feed
and clothe their family? Welfare, food stamps and
other subsidies or the inadequate system of child
care?
President Reagan wants to have more privately
funded child-care networks. With the average
economy of towns and cities in the United States
today, where is there room in a budget for additional child care?
Until we all realize that the children of this
country are the responsibility of the community
and_ the nation and not just the parents, child care
will continue to get the back seat socially, financially, and politically.

Kerry Zabicki

Battle Zone
"Hi, I'd like to cash this check"
"I'm sorry sir, you'll have to get it approved at that window over there. NEXT!"
I could tell by the sound of her voice that
she wasn't sorry at all. I could see it in her
eyes, she wanted to punish me for having such
a large check. "She hates me' I thought as
I wandered around searching for the
check-approver.
At last I found her. She scribbled
something on the back of my check arid sent
me back to the battlecone.
I waited patiently in line to give it another
try. It was unbearable! The young woman in
front of me was wearing a strange scent. It
burned and tore at the insides of my nostrils
until I could take it no longer.
"Excuse me miss, what is that you're wearing?" I gasped.
She looked at me in disgust. "It's a sweater
you idiot:* she snorted and turned back
toward the front of the line.
"Oh..of course it is:' I said stupidly, "Have
a nice day!'
Somehow I managed to make it to the
front of the line again. There she stood glaring at me. I felt beads of perspiration form.
mg on my forehead.
"I had it approved:. I stammered.
You could have come right to the front
of the line. Put name, address and phone
number on the back. NEXT!"
"Oh no:. I thought, "she's cast me to the
side again. How can she do this to me?
Doesn't she know that I'm an insecure individual and she's destroying my selfesteem?"
So I stood to the side completing my
newest task while my fellow students Tiled
apathetically by. "Get that approved:" I heard
her tell someone else. I watched sympathetically as he set out to find the checkapprover-person. I wondered why she hated
him TOO.
"Are you ready now, sir?" I heard her ask.
I jumped like a weasel in a cage at the sound
of her voice.
"Ah...no mama, ... I uh ...(gulp)... can't
find a pen:. I said knowing that she would,
surely point to-one that had been sitting right
in front of my face, and make me feel like
a total idiot.
"There's one right there, Sir!'
Just the way she said "Sir" sent chills up
and down my spine. I looked to where she
pointed and, sure enough, there was a pen
sitting right in front of me. I heard someone
in line say, "He must be a freshman.'
"Sure, go ahead, kick me when I'm down:'
I thought. "Why do people always
(stereotype freshmen?" I wondered. The part
that makes me mad is that I always seem to
fit in those characteristics in one way or
‘.
another.
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I finished putting all the necessary information on the back of my check and squirmed up to the window for another try.
"Do you have a dime, Sir?"
"No, I'm sorry, (which I truly was)7
whined, "Could you take it out of the
check?"
She grunted to let me know that she was
further displeased with my performance and
started getting my money. She put it in my
hand and said, "Next!" Before I had time to
get it into my wallet.
The girl behind me grabbed me by the arm
and yanked me out of her way. It felf like my
arm was broken. "Can you call me an ambulance?" I asked the nem guy in line
"Sure' he said, "You're an ambulance:.
Some days you just can't win.
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Response
Curbing book theft
To the editor:
In the past several years book
theft has been on the rise across
the nation, and with this textbook theft follows. Steps have
been taken locally to reduce this
problem and positive results
have been realized. Textbook
theft on campus in 1981 has
reportedly reached 53,030. As
only 10 to 15 percent of theft is
reported, this figure could have
reached 530,000. With this,
several changes have taken place
with positive results and you are
an important part of these
results. Report all unit books
thefts immediately to the Textbook Annex of the University
bookstore! The bookstore forwards these reports to the
Department of Police and
Safety, through the bookstore
detective. Mark your textbooks
for identification in a manner
other than just putting your
• name under the front cover.
Circling a page number that
corresponds to your birth date,

social security number or room
number would be good. A note
on a certain page would be
another. With this, a book
reported stolen could be identified. use University bookstore
employs a system to keep a
check on stolen textbooks being
sold through the buy back
department.
Warnings are posted in regard
to sale of lost, stolen or mislaid
textbooks. This is protection for
you. Several apprehensions were
made through this program this.
past year. Work-study students
are used during peak periods to
keep a check in this area.
'The Department of Police.
and Safety check problem areas
with increased patrols. Reported
thefts occur the most from
book drops in the dining areas.
Your attention to your textbooks in this area is very
important.
Patrolman
UMOPD

Laughlin

Send your opinions
to the Maine Campus
Return to convocation
To the editor:
Hello and welcome back to
UMO! Judging from the smiles
and tans I have seen on campus
over the past few days, it looks
as though everyone had a great
summer and-is glad lobe back.
As in past years, the opening
of school this year has been
marked by camTus roads clogged with U-hauls, vans, long lines
everywhere, and of course,
freshmen with maps in hand
wandering all over campus.
However, unlike years past,
UMO will this year be officially opening school with the reinstitution of the traditional
convocation. This will be held
at 4 p.m on Sept.II in the

Memorial Gym. Our faculty
will be there in full- academic
regalia, the UMO marching
band and an address will be
given to the university community by Dr. Jill Conway,
president of Smith College. It
promises to be a very festive
event.
The convocation will be open
to everyone, and I strongly urge
you to attend as it is one of the
few times during the year we
can rally together in support of
the university.
Once again, this is one cost
well worth attending.
Steve Ritzi, President
UMO Student Government

Patty B. Fmk

Commentary

Bus to Bangor
I rode The Bus into Bangor this morning.
It was quite an experience. Most people say it's
foul. Some say nothing. But to most, it's a ride 7b
me, it's a chance to absorb a little Bangor culture.
As I boarded the bus at the top of Pine Street,
I was ri=t to a seemingly ordinary college student
who stuffed an entire plain doughnut into his mouth
in one bite. After the door to the'bus closed, the
whole bus reeked of plain doughnut. I knew this
wasn't going to be the most pleasant trip I'd ever
taken- We lobbed through Orono, hit a bump, and
the man behind me expelled a burp. The woman
across from me was obese Her greasy, brown
hair hung down to a ray and orange striped shirt
which she coordinated with a red, yellow and royal
blue checkered wrap-around skirt.
She chewed something I couldn't see or bear but
she knew it was them and she was enjoying it. She
picked at just about everything she could rind on
her body except the little, pink bundle on bet immense lap.
The bundle gurgled and kicked. There was a little baby in that woman's lap. I couldn't help smiling and staring at it until the bus smashed into a
pot hole and the man behind me belched again. But
I could still smell plain doughnut.
We landed in Bangor, and everybody standing
around the bus stop watched us emerge from the
vehicle as though we wren exiting a mobile too cage
I took care of my business in town and returned
to the bus stop to wait for the bus back to campus.
An Oriental woman with two adorable young
children approached me and asked when the next
bus would arrive. I hoped I did not look like a professional bus passenger, but I still answered her
-question.
We both found ourselves looking down into the
Kenduslceag Stream. I knew we were both thinking
about the same horrible thing when she asked me
if I heard about the man who was thrown off the
bridge tor being homosexual.
satmsawm.

She expressed her view as her children
her to boatel
man

Is not the answar shi socl as
peered Into
dirty meta;"there are other ways of punishing their
people" I just looked into the water as the woman,
boarded her bus, and I realized what type of thinking really killed that man.
As I awaited the arrival of the university bus, a
sharply dressed woman strutted by mad
nose to all of us bus people He spdtod bed
into a crack and she almost fell ewer- I, alms
the other bus people, had to
a laugh.
Finally the university bus rolled to the stop and
I was the first one on.
The bus stunk like a bus and my empty stomach
sent up a craving for plain doughnuts.
After we bounced around neighboring [MILS of
Bangor and Orono, we reached UMO.
No middle-aged women sitting in front of me
were discussing the university.
The one with uncombed red hair sad, "I don't
blow why day give tam college hide each a putty
pace jist to git drunk!'
The mama occt to her mpfiett, -Dem snotty kids.
Dry don't give a damn'bout nobody but &matte<
as abe pulled bee right pinky out of her ear and examined it.
The bus hit a bump, and I got a whiff of dirty
hair.
"Noun' I hate waus den a snotty rich kid," said
the redhead.
What seemed like a half an hour later, was actually five minutes later—
the arrival of our bus at Hauck Auditorium.
As I ran off the bus, I felt the two women glaring at me.
I took a relieved sigh once I was in the Memorial
Union and headed down to The Bears' Den for a
plain doughnut.

id&
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Magazine
Guest column
By Richard A. Viguerie
WASHING1ON, D.C.—Beginning in 1811 a
group of English craftsmen known a Luddites tried
to bring the Industrial Revolution to a grinding halt.
In the beleif that new technology would destroy their
jobs, they set out to smash textile machinery and
put the torch to textile factories.
Luddite ideas were around long before there wen.
Luddites. For example, in the 16th Century, it was
the use of sheep for grazing that was supposed to
cost human beings their jobs. And long after the
Luddites died, Luddite ideas continued to impede
the progress of the human race.
When the direct dial telephone was introduced,
the communication Workers of America union did
everything it could to stop the new technology
because union officials mistakenly assumed that new
tceitgology would cut jobs from their industry. "Fortunately, we were uns ucoessful, because the resulting
boom in demand for telephone service creatid
thousands more jobs:' CWA President Glenn Watts
admitted recently.
In 1910 the Bell System ban one eployee for every
57 calls per year. In 1981 it has one employee for
every 250,000 calls per year. At the same time, as
automation was decreasing the workload of each
employee, the number of people employed by Bell
increased 1,600 percent.
Some people never learn, though. As late as 1980,
radical activist Ton Hayden (Jane Fonda's husband)
listed direct dialing as part of a plot by the telephone
company to cheat customers, as an example of "corporations...externalizing costs to the consumer!'

The Luddites are still
resisting technology

The connection between new technology and new
jobs has been obvious for hundreds of years. In the
first great book of politics and economics, The
Wealth of Nations(1776), Adam Smith describes the
effect of new technology on the pinmaking industry
in England. Instead of making one pin, or even 20
pins a day by hand, the average worker could make
4,800 pins a day.
Wese thousands of pinmakers thrown out of
work? No, because the price of pins plummetted,
increasing the demand for pins(and the demand for
people to work in pin factories). A the same time
businesses that used pins were able to cut costs, increrase demand for for their products, and hire TOR
workers.
Despite the experience of mankind over centuries
of technological progress, Luddites are still around.
Karen Nussbaum, executive director of "9 to 5'(the
Nagonal Association of Working Women) warns
that technology on the job means repression.
"Women office workers are going to find themselves
working in dull, dead-end jobs for less money and
in conditions that are going to lead to serious health
problems.
California Rural Legal Assistance, a so-called
"public interest' law firm, has sued the University
of California to stop it from creating labor-saving
devices for use on farms. The plaintiffs want to forse
agricultural scientists to determine the "social consequences' of their work before developing new farm
technology.

Scientists at the University of California at Berkly
have developed a new type of bacteria that they
beleive will greatly increase crop's resistabce to frost.
But they have postponed tests for a year because of
a lawsuit by radical activist Jeremy Rifkin and a
group of environmentalists.
Don't worry, though; the Luddites may delay but
they cannot stop the march into the future. Scientists are in the process of developing corn with more
ears and sturdier stalks, wheat that can get moisture
from salt water, and even square tomatoes. Under
President Reagan's leadership, we are opening space
to private enterprise for production of machines and
alloys never before seen on earth. In a few weeks
Apple Computer's Macintosh plant, with 300
workers (only 200 of them in production) will be
able to turn out a computer with 450 parts every
27 seconds, or 500,000 a year.

—

Robots, lasers and fiber optics, cable and satelliteto-home television, and hundreds of other new industries will be remaking our economy, leaving the
Luddites in the dust. The future will not belong to
Walter Mondale, who fought against the Space
Shuttle. The future will belong to men and women
whose ideas lift the human race out of drudgery—
and point it toward the stars.
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HELP SAVE BABIES

Malcb of Djmes

Discount Beverages, Inc.
7 Oak St., 866-7711
Old Milwaukee
Bar Bottles
Budweiser 12oz.
cans

Art Print Sale...ETA Room, Union.
All Day.
Sabbath Eve Services. Drummond
Chapel, Union. 4:30 p.m.
- Chamber Music Series. Diane
Harrington Roscetti, and Bayka
Voronietsky. Lord Hall. 8 p.m.

Aerobics. Lengyl Gymn. 5 p.m.
Hatha Yoga Honors Center. Lengyl
Gym. 6:30 p.m.
Beginning welding. Agricultural
Engineering Building. 6:30 p.m.

Saturday, Sept. 8

Tuesday, Sept. 11

Student Affairs Movie. 'The Big
Chillr 7 and 9:30 p.m.

Beginning Word Processing with
WORDSTAR. 104 Jenness Hall. 7—

Sunday, Sept. 9

Data Base Management with
dBasell 104 Jenness Hall. 7 p.m.

,One day canoe trip. For futher in-

Monday, Sept. 10

$7.49plus tax & depos,t
How much love,sex,fun and
friendship can a person take?

SAN

$2.99pius tau & deposit

Come check out the largest
selction of beer and wine
around!
-(with .unmatched

formation contact Student Activities, 581-1793.

prices)

SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 8
HAUCK AUDITORIUM
7 and 9:30 PM shows
$1.50 w/UMO I.D. 82.00 all others
presented by FOCUS, Division of Student Services
NEXT WEEKS FILM MOSCOW ON THE HUDSON'
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Guides help frvelancerspeddle their wares
To freelance writers, artists,
photographers, and songwriters, the only
thing better than getting public recognition for their work is getting paid for it.
Each year, Writers Digest Books helps
them sell their work with four annual
market guides that list thousands of
buyers of creative freelance work:
Writer's Market, Artist's Market,
Photographer's
Market,
and
Songwriter's Market.
Freelancer's have come to rely on these
guides to find the widest selection of
markets for their work as possible, to
target their efforts toward those that are
most appropriate, and to ensure that
their submissions are in the correct form
and sent to the right person. Each listing
goes beyond the market's name and ad-

dress to provide information vital to
freelancers: pay rates, submission requirements, types of work sought, examples of previously used material and
tips from buyers on what catches their
attention.
Each year obsolete listings (and those
that have proven unreliable) are pulled
out and hundreds of brand new markets
and items of new information are added. These changes save the freelancer
time and money spent contacting buyers
who are out of business or have changed their buying needs.
The 1985 Writer's Market, has 700
new listings, covering the full spectrum
of magazines, book publishers, advertising agencies, greeting card publishers,
and broadcasting companies. Insight in-

First lady leads
m peer pressure skits
CANBY, ORE.(AP)—A 13-year-old
girl taking part in a discussion on drugs
Tharylay with Nancy Reagan told the
first lady that her father smokes marijuana "all the time!' and received a few.
words of encouragement in private.
- Mrs. Reagan, who has been active in
programs to fight drug abuse among
young people, listened as some sixthgraders at William Knight Elementary
School told her of peer pressure to
smoke marijuana ar drink alcohol.
She also took part in a series of skits
in which students pretended to be
pressuring her to drink or take drugs.
During a discussion later with the
students, one, girl told Mrs. Reagan her
father "smokes all the time" .
Asked by Mrs Reagan if she meant
marijuana, the girl said yes. Then Mrs.
Reagan joined the students for a class
picture a short time latter, she turned to

-..-- 7
the girl and spoke quietly with her for
a few minutes.
The girl latter told reporters that the
first lady had told her to "Stand hard
and fry to talk to my father!'
"I'll tell him thay I talked to her and
that she said it's a better idea to stop
smoking as soon as possible.'
The girl said that her parents are
divorced and that she lives with her
mother. She added, however, that the
family was "upset' because her father
smoked marijuana.
Mrs. Reagan's appearence also had its
lighter moments.
During one of the skits, 11-year-old
Jeff Lillie was pretending to be pressuring Mrs. Reagan to take a drink of
alcohol.
Extending a bottle toward her Jeff
said "Ill put hair on your feet!'
Mrs. Reagan laughed and said, "No,
thanks!'

ct Student Ac-
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I's Center. Lengyl

ng. Agricultural
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to how writers can make sales and futher
their careers is provided by interviews
with editors and writers, and essays contributed by freelancers on how they use
the Writer's Market
The 1985 Artist's Markenakes an inside look at art directors in a variety of
fields—how they work and what they
look for in freelance art. The 2,500
listings and include magazines, book
publishers, advertising agencies, associations, galleries and greeting card
publishers.
The 1985 Potographer's Market has
2,500 listings of periodicals, stock photo
agencies, galleries, book publishers, ad
agencies—all looking for new
photographs. There are interviews with
photographers, revealing their lessons in

making sales, and articles on 'Editorial
Photography: Making Pictures as communication: and "Developing a Personal Marketing Strategy.'
In the 1985 Songwriter's Market,
songwriters will find special articles on
lyric writing, collaboration and new
songwriting technology; plus lists of
clubs associations, contests, competitions and workshops. There are 2,000
listings of songbuyers—record companies and producers, advertising agencies, play producers and publishers, and
audiovisual firms.
The 1985 Market Directors are
available at most bookstores.

— Music series will provide
'refreshing' Fridays
By Richard Rose
Staff Writer

Friday, Sept 7 at 8
pm. the music department will present the
first concert in its Lord
Hall Chamber Music
Series. Dame Harrington Roscetti will perform on cello and Bayka
Voronietsky will accompany on piano in the
Lord Recital Hall, 120
Lord Hall.
Friday's performance
opens the series to be
held each Friday night
throughout the fall.
Mr. Donald Stratton,
the assistant chairperson
of the music department
said, "Our new chamber
music series is, we feel,
unique in its variety and
first rate in its quality!'
The series includes
faculty, alumni and
M.
,
W..
241. V.A.MAN P.m
guest artists such as
Tony Vacca and Tim Moran from western Nlassachusettes playing African precus-sion and woodwinds, and Anna Marie Globenski from Canada, presenting a piano
recital. Also Jim Chapin, jazz drummer, who will perform with UMO faculty
members Don Stratton, Dave Demsey and Tom Hoffman.
Each concert will begin at 8 p.m, in the Lord Recital Hall. Tickets are $1.50 for
students and senior citizens, $3.50 for others. Series tickets may be purchased at
$35, "That's a savings of two concert admissions for 12 exciting and refreshing
fridays:' Stratton said. For more information call the music department at 581-1240

APO Used Bookmart

nagement with
ess Hall. 7 p.m.

Services
ROSON'

11

EVERYBODY'S

Open: 9AM to 4PM
Sept. 4th to Sept. 12th

SANDWICH & ICE CREAM SHOPPE
26 Main St., Orono, Mo.

866-2400
OPEN 7 DAYS TIL 10:30 PM
WE DELIVER 7:30-10:15 DAILY

BEST IN HOT & COLD SANDWICHES
ICE CREAM (SOFT & OLD FASHIONED)

SANDWICHES,SUNDAES,SALADS

Sell books at your price!
Help take the bite out of
buying books this year. Sell your used
books at
APO Used Bookmart.
1912 Room, Memorial Union
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-- Men's

Sports

at UC

Winner to take series lead

Football team to open at New Hampshire

by Rich Garven
Staff Writer
The Yankee Conference opens its 38th
season Saturday when i.540 and the
University of New Hampshire meet for
the 82nd time Saturday at Cowell
Stadium in Durham_
The series, which began in 1903, is still
tied today. Maine has won 36 times,
UNH has won 36 times and there have
been 9 ties. Last season the Wildcats
beat UMO 20-7 in the rain.
New Hampshire is led by tailback
Andre Garron. Last season Garron was
inserted at the position in UNH's fifth
game of the year and ran for 1,009 yards
on only 176 carries. The Wildcats won
all six games, while scoring 187 points.
Garron scored 18 touchdowns as the
Wildcats finished the season with a 7-3
_ record and finished second in the
ccinferenee
Maine coach Ron Rogerson said he
had no specific plans for stopping
Garron.
"Other than tackling him, nothing!'
Rogerson said. When asked if UMO had
to hold Garron under 100 yards to Win
the game, Rogerson said, "We don't like
to think of individual goals because you
can let the game get away if the goal is
met:'
If the Maine defense becomes preoccupied with Garron, quarterback Rick
Leclerc could take control of the field.
Last season the senior completed 87
passes in 165 attempts for 1,452 yards
and nine touchdowns. He ran for 263
yards last season and returns as UNH's
number two runner.
New Hampshire head coach Bill
BOWES said Leclerc is a quarterback who
doesn't have a weakness.
"I feel Rick is one of those kids, who
as a quarterback, doesn't have any
weaknesses!' Bowes said. "Most quarterbacks have a label to them (either a
passer or a runner). Rick is a player who
does everything well.
"He may not be the best passer in the
conference, but last year he threw for a

Senior halfback Paul Phelan will start for the Black Bears when they face
UNFI this Saturday. Phelan ran for 523 yards and caught 21 passes last season.
(file photo)

STILLWATER RIVERPLEX APARTMENTS
"A new concept in housing for the Orono area."
• Geothermal Energy
• Washer/Dryer
• All Appliances
• Riverview
• Partially furnished

• Close to Campus
• Inexpensive!
• Privacy
• Parking
,
• Quiet
Neighborhood.,

We still have a few openings for 1984-1985. Leasing to groups or
individuals. If you need a quality apartment for a reasonable price,
call John Dudley, General Manager at 945-5746 or 942-5746.
An Alco Project
ide=o,
..-i,=ie=se.eu=o
Losurear=st=s—__-_rt=on-wim_rt,st=trzar,

a_ehe-ws
,
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52 percent completion rate. He may not
be the best running quarterback in the
conference, but he was our third leading
rusher last season!'
When Leclerc throws he will be seeing new faces down the field. Garron
and his team high 21 receptions returns,
but three receivers have graduated.
Bowes said David On, a transfer from
Holy Cross would start at flanker and
Tom Flanagan, who played center last
year would start at tight end. The split
end spot is still up for grabs. "We feel
our group of receivers might be stronger
than last year's!' Bowes said. "Tommy
Flanagan, has tremendous speed and
blocks well. He played tight end for two
years and was moved to center last
season to get him into the lineup!'
The offensive line returns both guards
and tackles. They average 6-foot-2 and
255 pounds each. Only center Al
O'Brion is missing from a solid allaround line that can pass or run block
equally well.
The defense, like theoffense returns
eight starters from the Yankee Con
ferences number one defense last season..._
The Wildcats only gave up 292.7 yards
a game and 16.4 points per game (third
in the conference). Bosses said he
wouldn't simplify the defense which
would give the players more time to pick
up the play Maine would be running.
"We're a multiple team defensively
and we plan to be multiple Saturday':
Bowes said. "If we weren't as experienced as we are then that's an adjustment
we'd have to make'
All-Yankee Conference safety Arnold
Garron has graduated and Maine
quarterback Rich Labonte may be able
to exploit his replacement in the
secondary.
Labonte will start for Maine after a
long preseason battle with sophomore
Bob Wilder.
Rogerson said Labonte will start
because of his experience. Wilder didn't
play a down last season because he was
redshirted.
"They're both equally talented and
their isn't an ounce of difference between
them!' Rogerson said. "When two guys
come out equal, you go with experience.
Rogerson said the starter would be
named on a game by game basis.

By Rich Garver
Staff Writer
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By Rich Garven
Staff Writer

The UMO men's cross country team
will open its 1984 season Saturday when
it runs against the Universities of Connecticut and New Haven at Storrs,
Conn.
The race is scheduled to begin at 11
a.m.
Head coach Jim Ballinger said he
doesn't know what to expect from
UConn or New Haven.
'I have no idea what Connecticut has
and they don't know what we have,' Ballinger said. "Connecticut is always strong
though.
Traditionally Maine has opened- its
season against UConn and Boston College, but BC dropped out of this year's
meet because of a prior commitment.
New Haven, a Division II school replaced the Eagles this year.
Last year Boston College won the
meet with a score of 28 points. UConn
had 39 points and the Bears 55. In cross
country the team with the lowest score
wins.
Last year's race was ran in 90 degree
heat and two years ago two Maine runners were taken to a hospital due to
dehydration. Ballinger said the team
would run the way they always do and
not worry about the weather.

by Gina Ferazzi
Staff Writer
The women's field hockey
team under the direction of new
coach Jeri Waterhouse will '...
travel to the University of
Maine, Presque Isle this
weekend for its opening season
tournament,
After a 5-8-3 record last year

lip

Waterhouse is looking at
freshman Connie Dumais to be
a major force on the offensive
line. Currently, Dumais is
sidelined with possible stress
fractures. last year's second
leading scorer, Michele Lambert
had her appendix removed during preseason and will more
-- than likely be out for the
season. Veteran halfbacks

Michele Fowler and Brenda
Baird will be relied very heavily
on for their stick work and act
as stabilizers on the field.
Sophomore goalie Tina
Ouellette, who had 79 percent
saves last year looks to be very
strong and secure in the cage
again this year.
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and with seven Division I games
scheduled this year, Waterhouse
is hoping for a goal of .500.
"We have a very young team:'
she said. The team's, as well as
the state's, leading scorer was
lost to graduation last year.
"Gina Ferazzi left an awful void
in the offense; scoring 14 goals
while the closest to her had only two:" Waterhouse said.

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR
YOUR LIFE

BREAKFAST

,iiabim 16 . m illion
$1.00 Irefunclablei_
I. 5.415. 49 .10 Downicon, MA 02723

Senior Dan Dearing warms op before practice Tbursday. (Morris pboto I
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The National Weather Service's extended forecast calls for mostly sunny
weather with temperatures in the low
70s.
Maine has a number of outstanding
runners back from last year's 8-2 team,
but will not have the depth it has had in
the past.
Captain Glendon Rand said the team
usually has 15 runners to rely on, but this
year that figure is closer to 10.
"We only have 10 good runners so we
can't have a bad race from any of them:'
Rand said. 'There's a number of good,
young runners on the team, but they
don't have race experience yet:'
Maine finished ninth at the 1984 New
England cross country championships a
year ago and Rand said the team is taking things one meet at a time.
"I think this year I'm going to take it
more relaxed:' Rand said. "Last season
we had a real good team and it never jelled. We expected a lot and it never
happened.
Preconceived notions and this will give
us a chance to compare (last year's team
to this year's team)"
this year's team):'
In addition to Rand, Gary Dawson,
Dan Dearing, Matt and Steve Dunlap
(no relation), Mike Leighton, Dana
Maxim, Chuck Morris, Jon Rummler
and Brian Warren comprise the top 10
runners on the team.

AT
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emu!!

The command of go-anywheredc.any
thing troops requires sharp, expenenced
go-anywhere-downything officers These
are the kind of people and action you
Sod In today's Army
If the concept of spin-second Meant:mess sscries you, you'll be excited by
the but of management training coarsen
offered through Army ROTC When
you are through wrth Army ROTC,
you'll be ready for gowinewheredomnything command.
As a second lieutenant. you're in
charge! On a spenfe )ob, you could
luve 30 to 40 people working for you,
and be responsible for several million
dollars worth of complex equipment

The list of management opportunmes
available to Use Army officer includes
engineering, commune:etym., data pro.
cessing and transportation And, of
course, the note, rnore choliereging poor,
nons of reeporrsebdiry in combat and
combat support units. All offer opportunities for solid leadership experience,
putting you a step ahead in any job
market—mitten or creillan
Make your first men nob See the
Professor of Military Science on your

BE ALLYOU CAN BE.

The Colonial House of

FAMILY RESTAURANTS
Bangor
mean Road

gir

ARMY ROTC.
Captain John J. DIStasio
ROTC Enrollment Officer
University of Maine
Room 112, Armory. 581-1125
•
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Interim coach named
for field hockey team
field hockey coach and that she plans to
rely heavily on her veterans this first
season.
"This is a very young team:' she said,
"but I'm hoping to go at least .500 this
Jerilyn "Jen" Waterhouse, of Levant,
first year'
was named this summer as interim
Gavett said he expects Waterhouse to
women's field hockey coach at the
University of Maine at Orono for the. do very well as head coach once she gets
used to the new position.
984-85 season. The appointment was
"If she doesn't do well with her
effective Sept. I, said UMO athletic
and experience, I will be very
knowledge
director.
surprised:' he said.
Stuart Haskell said, "1 believe she will
Waterhouse replaced head coach
do an excellent job with the field hockey
Deborah Davis, who was not
team this fall. Her past record certainly
reappointed to the job after an inves-_
reflects her ability to get the most out
ligation of her performance was conof the talent that is available to her'
for
ducted. The investigation was prompted
Waterhouse
Haskell, in choosing
by a March 6 letter to Haskell signed by
the position, said he was greatly impressa majority of the field hockey team
ed by her skills and rapport with the
that she was "unsuited for the
stating
players when she served as assistant
head coaching position at Orono:
coach of the UMO women's basketball
(Bangor Daily News 5/7/84).
team last year.
Davis has since been assigned to fullWomen's basketball coach, -Petertime teaching duties in the physical
Gavett said;'She did a very professional
education and recreation programs.
job last year. I was very pleased with her
Haskell also announced this summer
performance and her relationship with
that a search for a permanent field
the players:'
hockey coach will begin in early 1985,
Waterhouse, a 1971 graduate of UMO,
but that Waterhouse will have an opporcoached both basketball and field
to apply for the position. She intunity
East
in
School
High
Central
hockey at
dicated that she will do so.
Corinth for 10 years. in 1977, her field
Assisting Waterhouse on the coaching
hockey team was State Class C runnerstaff this season is former LIMO field
up and her teams of 1980 and 1981 were
hockey letter winner Orinda Fogler.
the Eastern Maine Class C runners-up.
Fogler, a 1984 UMO graduate, played
In her final season at Central High,
hockey at Dexter High School for
.field
and
both Waterhouse's field hockey
four years and three and one half years
basketball teams won the State Class C
at Maine until a broken foot ended her
title.
playing career. She was also co-captain
Waterhouse said she is looking
of the team her senior year.
forward to the challenge of being UMO's
by Rod Eves
Staff Writer

New. UMO field hakes coach Jeri Waterhouse is Interviewed at a recent NI
Club function. Waterhouse will take the Black Bears to Presque Isle to compete
in a tournament this weekend. (Hawkins photo)

Football statistics
1983 STATISTfCAL LEADERS (Returnialmeln CAPS):
Rushrng: ANDRE GARRON 176-1009-57, Curl CONins 79-309-39 Murk Nichols 76-264.37
RiCn LECLERC 125-263-21
Passing: RICK LECLERC 165-87- 527-1452-7 int -9 TD's
Receiving: ANDRE GARRON 21-539-25 7-4 TD,. Peter O'Donnell 19-246-129. Bill Peach
13-246-189 Curt Collins 19-236-12 4-4 TD's
Returns:
KO Returns: ANDRE GARRON 6-359-649-2 TD's DAVE WISSMAN 14.300-21 4
Punt Returns: DAVE WISSMASI 41.360-8 8-1 TD
Interception Returns: TIM TEEVENS-2-2-1 0 Ted White 2-0-0. Bob Price 2-0-0.
Punting: RICK LECLERC 56-1961-35 0
Scoring - ANDRE GARRON 180-0108. Mark Nichols 7-0-0-42 Rusty Foster
0 25:29-5,''2•40

1983 STATISTICAL LEADERS (Returnees in CAPS):
Rushing. PAUL PHELAN 121.523-4 3-1 TO. Nick DiPsolo 115-409-3 6-2 TD s
Passing: Mike Beauchernin 126-61- 484-868-6 int -8 IDS. RICH LABONTE 87-41-471.51-6
int .3 la's
Receiving: Matt Walsh 30-456-15 2.1 TO. PAUL PHELAN 24-327-13 6.1 TD
Returns:
KO Returns: STEVE COSTELLO 8-253-31 6. MIKE GARCIA 10.214-21 4
Punt Returns, CHRIS BOSWELL 4-41-10 2, LANCE THEOBALD 5-41.82, PAUL PHELAN
8-125-70
Interception Returns: JOHN McGRATH 5-42-8 4
Punting. Dave Sanzaro 50-1798.360
Scoring. JACK LEONE 0-19/22-6/10-37. Mike Beauchemin 5-3-0-36

1983 Onensive Stoners Returning (8)
Bob Jonah TE. 6-3 209 Sr
Paul Buckley, 00, 6-0, 237 Jr
Dan Maloney. OG, 6-3. 245. Sr
Tim Cahill. C, 6-5. 252. Jr
Paul Phelan, HB. 5-10 192 Sr
Gary Hufnagle. FB, 5-10, 196. Sr
R,cn Labonie. OB. 6-0. 214 Sr
Jack Leone. K. 5-7, 161. Sr

Defensive Starters Returning (7):
Roy Doody. DL, 6-5, 257. Jr
Ray Pauquette, DL. 6-2, 252, Jr
Mark Coutts, LB. 5-11. 217, Jr
Jamie Keefe. LB. 6-2. 224. Sr
John McGrath DR 6-1 195 Sr
Gary Groves, DB, 5-11. 194 Jr
Jeff Purr. DB. 5-10. 185, So

.
-

NEWCO MARK
MAIN STREET,
Busch

Lowenbrau, Lite & Dark

Bar Bottles

6 pack, 12 oz

$7.99

$3.49

plus tax & dep.

plus tax & dep

All Snow's Mixers

We have all your grocery,
wine, and liquor needs,
along with ice.

Quarts

2 for 89-

-

plus tax & dep.

1983 Offensive Starters Returning 181
Tony Ciccone OG 6-4 255. Jr
John Flanagan, OG. 6-4 245. Sr
Torn Flanagan. TE. 6-2, 225, Sr
Andre Garron. TB. 5-11. 185. Jr
Rick Lecierc. OR 6-2. 195. Sr
Dave Morton. 07. 6-4, 265, Sr
Brian Saranovitz, OT. 6-3. 255, Jr
Mike Shriner FR. 5-10. 220 Jr

Defensive Starters Returning OW
Dan Federico. DE, 6-2 215 So
Ilis Jorostchuk. DE, 6-3. 225. So
Jack Lyons. DE. 6-1. 220. Jr
Roan O'Neal. DT. 6-4. 245. Jr
Bob Price. DB. 5-9. 170. Jr
Tim leavens, DB 5-9, 170, Jr
Peter Weare LB 6-0, 220, Sr
Dave Wissrnan DB 5-11. 195 Sr

Season
By Chuck Morris
Staff Writer
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The Maine Campus
is looking for an
Advertising Office Salesperson
Sales experience, typing skills, and
creativity are helpful but not absolutely necessary. Professional attitude is
a must. Please contact Mark Gagnon,
Sales Manager, at 581-1273 for an appt.
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Season opener for women's cross country Saturday
By Chuck Morns
Staff Writer
The UMO women's cross country
team begins its racing campaign Saturday in Storrs, Connecticut against the
University of Connecticut and the
University of New Haven. These two
teams are probably the toughest Maine
will face all season, said coach Jim Ballinger. The squad is taking the meet as
a warm up for a long season. Ballinger,
blessed with a very deep learn this year,
said the tri-meet is more of a test meet
for the runners to see what kind of shape
they are in from their summer training.
"This time of year I don't know what
kind of shape anyone on our team is in
and I definitely don't know what kind
Or -shape the other teams are in:' Ballinger said. "It's a meet we go to to get
some competition and to see how we
stack up against the other teams in Ness
England:' Ballinger said. "It's one of the
few times we get to run against the
southern teams in New England that we
run against later in the championship
meets!'
Co-captain Ann England said this
first meet is important mostly because
it is the starting point of the racing

the ems§ country squad when
women's 'volleyball was cut from the
university budget this summer.
Still with the quality of Ballinger's
squad, there are other factors that may
determine how well the women run. In
years past the Bears have had their problems with the warmer and more humid
weather in Connecticut during the beginning of the season. Ballinger is taking
careful notice of the weather factor and
he is taking every precaution necessary
to avoid heat exaustion.
"The positive outweighs the negative
because of the good competion. The
heat is just something we have to adapt
to, it's part of cross country',' Ballinger
said.
The roster of the team is Kerni Darcey,
Helen Dawe, co-captain Ann England,
Heidi Flewelling, Jeannine Forest,
Bethany Heslam, Theresa Lewis, Brenda Mahnken, Mary Meehan, Sonja
McLaughlin, Jennifer Naylon, cocaptain Tamara Perkins, Rose Prest,
Wendy Sheay, Kathy Tracy, Grace Smith,
Leslie Walls and Diane Wood.

UMO's woasa's eress-eoatetry less reaches to take on UCONN ans UNH Saturday, From left to right are Helen Dore, Grace Smith, Theresa Lewis, Heidi Flewellnig and Kent Dareey. (Morris photo)

season.

-It's a meet to get familiar with racing form again...it's important in the fact
that it starts the season, but not important in breaking any records:' she said..
"It's a meet to see what kind of shape
the whole team is in; a basis to see where
the training has been and where it should
be the rest of the season."
Ballinger has most of last year's state
championship squad returning. The
Bears lost Sue Elias to graduation and
Sonja McLaughlin is ineligible, but the
remainder of last years varsity runners
are back. Most importantly, however,
Ballinger has a lot of new faces this
season that will help his team, he said.
"We didn't lose a lot, but Sue was
awesome, however the new people will
give us super depth:' Ballinger said.
The new people are University of
Southern Maine transfers Diane Wood
and Grace Smith; Leslie Walls, one of
ihe best high school runners in Maine
last year; Rose Prest who is returning this
season after missing 1983 with an injury:
and Heidi Flewelling who joined
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1.42
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UMO Canterbury Club
Wednesday Eucharist 7 p.m.
2 Chapel Road
(corner College Ave.)
Sunday Eucharist 10 a.m.
St James. Old Town
Bus from campus. 9:30 a.m.
picks up at,
Ntrk, Hancock, Oxford

What you need to tackle
the higher mathematics of a
science or engineering curriculum are more functions more functions than a simple
slide-rule calculator has,
Enter the T1,55-11; with
112 powerful functions. You
can work faster and more
accurately with the T1,55-11,
because it's preprogrammed

019111 1am Immo.=

to perform complex calculations - like definite integrals,
linear regression and hyperbolics - at the touch of a
button. And it can also be
programmed to do repetitive
problems without re-entering
the entire formula.
Included is the Calculator
Decision-Making Sourcebook
It makes the process of using

the TI-55-11 even simpler,
and shows you how to use all
the power of the calculator
Get to the answers faster
Let a T1,55,11
show you how.

TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS
Creating useful products
and services for you
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